BACK TO BACK CEILING MOUNT

BSA-41240-2C
BSA-42440-2C

SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE: -------------- DIGITAL
DISPLAY: -------------- 4-DIGIT, 7 SEGMENT RED SUPER BRIGHT LED
CHARACTER HEIGHT: ------- 4" (101.6 mm) HR. MIN.
VISIBILITY: ------------- 250 Ft. (76.2 METERS)
POWER REQUIREMENTS:-- 100-240V 47~63Hz (12V Internal Switching Power Supply)
FRAME: -------------- ALUMINUM (BLACK ANODIZED FINISH)
DIMENSIONS: ------------- 8.5" x 15.5" x 5"
WEIGHT: -------------- 14.25 lbs.
OPERATING TEMP.: ------ -17° TO 182° F
HUMIDITY: ------------- 0% TO 95% NON-CONDENSING
OPERATING MODE:--------- 12 or 24 HOUR SELECTABLE, AUTOMATIC DAY LIGHT

12 OR 24 HOUR FORMAT, NON-GLARE LENS, SUPER BRIGHT LEDS, ALUMINUM FRAME
10 YEAR LITHIUM BATTERY BACKUP (Standard)
AUTOMATIC DAY LIGHT CORRECTION (Standard)
ONE SEC A YEAR ACCURACY (TCXO) (Standard)

ALL CLOCKS USE THE DALLAS DS32 SERIES RTC PARTS, AND OUR FIRMWARE CONTROL, TO GET THE ONE SEC A YEAR ACCURACY.